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NEWS
SHUNGA WELCOMES LINDA MCLEAN
Montreal, Canada Linda Mclean joins the
Shunga team as the Customer Service representative. She will also be part of the training
department along with Manon Vallée. Linda

Linda Mclean
is looking
forward to her
new position
with Shunga
Erotic Arts

brings seventeen years of
experience in the industry
as she was working for the biggest home parties
company in Canada. Linda will be the key person for account support, orders, shipping, etc.
“She is not only funny and knowledgeable, she’s
a great asset to the team and will surely help us
with future sales and will pamper our customers”
says Manon Vallée Vice President of Eau Zone
Oils and Fragrances Ltd. Linda explains: “This
is definitely a big change for me and a great new
adventure that I’m enthusiastic to start.”

LUST BY JOPEN AVAILABLE IN THE UK
Los Angeles, California, USA The brand
of intimate massagers Jopen, now offers Lust by
Jopen to distributors and retailers in the UK. Inspired by spring, Lust is both fresh and fun while
not compromising luxury. Jopen President and
CEO Susan Colvin says, “Iconic shapes, premium features, powerful whisper quiet motors and
our one year warranty are elements that have
made this a must-have item for retailers in the
US. I’m incredibly excited that we can now offer
this best-selling Jopen collection to the UK.”
Lust by Jopen provides playful shapes and colors
and is more than just an eye pleasing experience.
Lust’s innovative designs offers more than outer
beauty, its performance awakens the soul. The
toys of this collection are thoughtfully-designed

and result in a
line of premium
intimate massagers. Combining power
and grace with
Fresh colors and designs and
simplicity and
ingenious technology make
fun. With many pleasure by Jopen a special
styles to choose toy collection
from, including mini-massagers, bendies, dual stimulators,
probes, Kegel exercisers and rotators, Lust by
Jopen is a full-line of premium intimate massagers to fit the tastes and needs of the modern
consumer. For more information, please visit
www.jopen.com.

IS TAYLOR SWIFT USING PJUR IN A VIDEO?
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg British newspaper The Guardian has reported on the latex
clothing that Taylor Swift is wearing in the video
to her new song “Bad Blood”. pjur personal
lubricant also received a mention as it was used
to shine and keep the latex shined to perfection.
pjur USA’s long-time client Stockroom recommended the this for Taylor Swift, one of the
most popular performers in the world: “Try pjur
lubricant, the best way to slip into your latex and
give your wearables that sexy high gloss finish!”,
the newspaper quoted the US retailer Stockroom. It’s likely that Taylor Swift was also using
pjur Cult in her new video to help her more easily slip into her skin-tight outfit. Because after all
the outfits have been purchased at Stockroom in
Los Angeles. Miley Cyrus also recently posted on
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QUICKIES
25 YEARS AT RIMBA
His first day of work
was July 1st 1990,
which means that with
July 1st 2015, Rimba
Sales Director Joep de
Laet has been in the
company for 25 years.
“We are very happy that Joep has been with
us for such a long time now. The entire
Rimba team and I want to congratulate him
wholeheartedly for his 25th anniversary “,
says Rimba’s CEO Roger van der Blom

PUBIC ENEMY NO2 AT SCALA
Mystim’s Pubic
Enemy No2 cock
cage is new at Scala Playhouse. The
sleek, transparent
case comes with a
teasing electrostimulation function, adding
an instant spark to BDSM play. A truly
must-have for BDSM and E-Stim lovers.
The cock cage features a urethral sound and
three conducting surfaces: left, right and
underneath the penis shaft. The transparent
cage can be individually adjusted in four
lengths and the diameter in six steps, to
enable a custom-fit.

SWANK AVAILABLE AT VPS
From July VPS Film
Entertainment distributes
the successful and wellknown label Swank from
the US. The top label
is famous among other
things for its Big Tits series. This provides the
video expert from Germany now at 24 exclusive labels and many more. Regular specials
are as well determined to be offered by the
hardcore entertainment experts VPS film.

FREE POS AT ABS HOLDINGS

International super star Taylor Swift has used
pjur products to keep latex clothes shiny in
her latest music video

Twitter that she uses pjur for her latex costumes
on stage. It seems Hollywood is in the grip of
pjur fever. Additional information on pjur can
be found at www.pjur.com.

The customer favourite
Swan Wand has a flexible
neck, easy-use design and
super sleek silicone finish.
For buying the new Swan
Wand from ABS Holdings, customers get
additional free POS materials to promote
the product in stores. “The new Swan Wand
is elegant, chic and contemporary and we
think it deserves a POS that matches it is
eye-catching design” says Senior Sales Executive Glenn Wilde from ABS Holdings.

